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The authors report a technique which produces cell-to-cell electrofusion using a common direct
current power supply on a microfluidic platform. In the authors’ method, the cells were first
conjugated based on biotin-streptavidin interaction. The electrofusion was then conducted by
flowing the linked cells through a simple microfluidic channel with geometric variation under
continuous direct current voltage. This microfluidics-based technique offers processing at the level
of single cell pairs with efficiency comparable to that of conventional electrofusion technique based
on electrical pulses. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2402122兴
Cell fusion is a powerful tool for analysis of gene expression, chromosomal mapping, antibody production, cloning mammals, and cancer immunotherapy. Cell fusion has
been carried out based on several approaches. Chemical and
virus-mediated fusion methods were developed in the earlier
years based on the application of chemical fusogens such as
polyethylene glycol or fusogenic virus 共i.e., Sendai兲.1,2 These
methods have been associated with limitations such as toxicity to cells, batch-to-batch variability, and low efficiency.
In comparison, electrofusion, which is based on the application of high-voltage electric pulses, can be applied to a wide
range of cell types with high efficiency and high postfusion
viability.3,4 Electrofusion typically requires specialized
equipment which generates both low-voltage alternating current 共ac兲 for cell alignment/contact and high-voltage direct
current 共dc兲 pulses for cell fusion.5 Due to the complexity
and cost associated with the instrumentation, very few studies have explored realizing this important technique on a
microfluidic platform.6,7 All these demonstrations involved
the application of electrical pulses.
Here, we demonstrate a technique which produces cellto-cell electrofusion using a common dc power supply on a
microfluidic platform. In our method, the cells were first conjugated based on biotin-streptavidin interaction. The electrofusion was then conducted by flowing the linked cells
through a microfluidic channel with geometric variation under continuous dc voltage. We were able to achieve fusion
efficiency comparable to that of conventional specialized
equipment based on ac alignment and electrical pulses. The
processing was carried out at single cell pair level.
As shown in Fig. 1共a兲 an electrofusion device in our
design consisted of a microfluidic channel with narrow and
wide sections. Devices with one or five narrow sections were
tested in this work. As we and other researchers previously
showed, such channels generate local field intensities which
are determined by the channel geometry.8–10 Figure 1共b兲
shows the modeling of the field intensity inside a microfluidic channel with one narrow section when a dc voltage is
established across the channel. The modeling suggests that
the field strength at the center of the narrow section is around
9.7 times higher than the field strength in the bulk of the
wide sections 共200 m or further away from the narrow seca兲
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tion兲. This number is roughly the ratio between the width in
the wide section共s兲 and the one in the narrow section. In
principle we can control the overall voltage so that only the
field in the narrow section共s兲 is high enough for cell fusion
and the field in the rest of the channel is too weak to have
adverse effects on the viability of cells. When cells flow
through the device, they experience field intensity variations
equivalent to electrical pulse共s兲. The “pulse width” is determined by the length of the narrow section and the velocity of
cells. The microfluidic chips were fabricated based on polydimethylsiloxane using standard soft lithography method.11
We applied Chinese hamster ovary 共CHO-K1兲 cells in our
experiments. We demonstrated cell fusion between CHO
cells. In principle the same procedure and device can be
applied to fuse two different cell types and obtain hybrid
cells as the result. The cells were first chemically linked

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Layout of single-pulsed and five-pulsed microfluidic devices for cell electrofusion. As shown in the inset figure, the narrow
section was 50 m long and 40 m wide. The wide sections had a width of
400 m. In both devices, the depth of the channel was uniformly 33 m.
The single-pulsed channel was 8.2 mm long and the five-pulsed device was
13.2 mm long. 共b兲 The modeling of the electrical field intensity in a microfluidic structure with alternating wide and narrow sections 共COMSOL 3.2兲. The
dimensions of the narrow section and the width of the wide sections were
the same as those in 共a兲 and the total length of the structure was 800 m. We
arbitrarily assigned 100 to the highest field strength in the structure.
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Fluorescent image of fused cells 共circled by red,
between one cell labeled by calcein AM and one unlabeled兲 immediately
after flowing through the narrow section. The narrow section here was
25 m wide and 30 m long 共slightly different from the design in Fig. 1兲
and the field intensity in the narrow section was 1200 V / cm. 共b兲 Fused cells
labeled by Hoechst 33342. The upper picture is the phase contrast image and
the lower picture is the fluorescent image of the same cells. They were
generated in a single-pulsed device with 700 V / cm in the narrow section
and a flow rate of 90 l / hr.

based on the interaction between biotin and streptavidin
using a protocol similar to what was reported in the
literature.12,13 Briefly, the plasma membrane of cells was biotinylated first. One-half of the cell sample was then coated
with streptavidin before it was mixed and incubated with the
other half of the cell sample. After this step, about 50%–55%
of the cell population was conjugated. The linked cells had
intact membrane between them and there was no exchange
of the intracellular contents between different cells. The
linked cells were suspended in electrofusion buffer 共1 mM
MgSO4, 10 mM phosphate buffer, and 250 mM sucrose,
pH = 7.2兲, then flowed into the electrofusion devices 共single
pulsed or five pulsed兲 under the pressure from a syringe
pump, while a continuous dc voltage was established across
the channel. Two approaches were used to observe the cell
fusion. First, we labeled half of the cells with a fluorogenic
dye, calcein AM 共Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, following
the manufacturer’s protocol兲 and left the other half unlabeled
before the chemical conjugation. Cell fusion between labeled
cells and unlabeled cells was observed immediately after
they flowed through the narrow section 关Fig. 2共a兲兴. Calcein
共the fluorescent derivative of calcein AM兲 was observed to
diffuse into the other half of the fused cell within minutes. In
the second approach, we stained the cell nuclei using a
nuclear counterstain, Hoechst 33342 共Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR兲 and observed the number of nuclei in cells after
electrofusion 关Fig. 2共b兲兴. A fraction of the cells contained
two or more nuclei. The efficiency of cell fusion is characterized using fusion index 共FI兲 which is defined as the fraction of nuclei in polynucleated cells in the total number of
nuclei and is calculated using Eq. 共1兲 below:
⬁

兺 nCn

FI共%兲 =

n=2
⬁

⫻ 100,

共1兲

兺 nCn

n=1

where Cn is the number of cells containing n nuclei.14 We
observed two or three nuclei in the vast majority of the fused
cells. It needs to be noted that a fraction of polynucleated
cells is due to cell division. Our previous studies showed that
the field in the wide sections, which was substantially lower
than the threshold for electric breakdown of the membrane,
did not affect the cell viability significantly.8 We varied the
electrofusion field in the narrow section共s兲 in the experiment.
The duration of exposure or the pulse width in the narrow
section共s兲 was also varied by changing the flow rate con-

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Fusion index 共among viable cells兲 at different
electrofusion field strengths and flow rates in the single-pulsed and fivepulsed devices. 共b兲 The percentage of viable cells measured under the same
conditions as in 共a兲. Trend lines are added to guide the eye.

trolled by the syringe pump. If we only consider the contribution to the cell velocity from the flow rate of the buffer, the
durations for cells to be in the narrow section would be 5.3,
2.6, and 1.0 ms when the flow rates are 45, 90, and
225 l / hr, respectively. However, the actual durations 共pulse
widths兲 were shorter than the above numbers and varying
with the field intensity, due to the contribution to the cell
velocity from the electric field. Due to the difficulty in determining the cell velocity in the narrow section共s兲 experimentally, we specified the pulse widths by indicating the pumping rates 共Fig. 3兲. The fusion index among viable cells was
calculated 关Fig. 3共a兲兴. The fusion index was around 10%–
15% when there was no electric field due to the division in
the cell population.15 In a single-pulsed device, the fusion
index increased remarkably when the field strength in the
narrow section became higher during the processing. When
the field intensity was increased to 1200 V / cm, the fusion
index was up to 44% 共around 30% after deducting the fraction due to cell division兲 at all three flow rates. The pulse
width made a significant difference when the field intensity
was between 600 and 1000 V / cm. The longer pulse width
共at lower flow rate兲 resulted in higher fusion efficiency. We
also carried out the cell fusion in the five-pulsed device. The
application of multiple pulses improved the efficiency of cell
fusion significantly. The five-pulsed device yielded fusion
indexes that were consistently higher than those that resulted
from a single pulse of the same pulse width. The efficiency
of cell fusion by our approach was comparable to the result
obtained using conventional pulse generator on the same cell
type and similar buffer system.15 We also examined the viability of cells 共both fused and nonfused cells兲 under these
conditions using SYTOX green exclusion8 关Fig. 3共b兲兴. The
viability of cells in general decreased with increasing field
strength and pulse width. The use of five-pulsed device created a marked decrease in the cell viability. It needs to be
noted that the optimum fusion parameters have to be empiri-
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cally derived for each cell system because they vary considerably from species to species.16
Experimental protocols involved in this letter are detailed in an EPAPS document.17
We demonstrated that a simple microfluidic device could
effectively produce cell fusion under continuous dc voltage,
when coupled with chemical linking method. This technique
offers efficiency comparable to that of conventional electrofusion technique which requires expensive and complicated
apparatus. Cell fusion was conducted at single pair level in
the microfluidic channel and the physical dimensions of the
channel effectively prevented more than three cells from fusing together. These features are important when cell fusion
needs to be conducted based on scarce cell sources such as
primary cells. This demonstration will help establish microfluidics as a viable platform for studying a number of important biological problems involving cell fusion. Further studies are needed to characterize the properties of fused cells
produced by this technique.
This research was supported by a Purdue Research
Foundation fellowship and Purdue University.
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